
DAISY BLANKET

SIZE One size

MEASUREMENTS approx. 80 x 60 cm

RECOMMENDED NEEDLE Circular needle 4, 5 mm (60 cm)

GAUGE 19 sts x 29 rows in stockinette stitch on needle 4,5 mm = 10 x 10 cm

MATERIAL 300 g Merino 120 by Lang Yarns (120 m/ 50 g) or  
120 Filana-Merino by Schulana (120 m/ 50 g) 
For a summer version: 300 g Lerke by Dale Garn (115 m/ 50 g) or  
Duo by Sandnes Garn (115 m/ 50 g)

Little Knitter



COMPOSITION  

The Daisy blanket is a baby blanket with a delicate and subtle pattern (daisy or ornamental stitch). The blanket is worked 
in rows on circular needles.  

While the daisy pattern is continuously repeated in height, the blanked is framed by a garter stitch edge. You therefore 
work the first and last 6 stitches in garter stitch (knit stitch on right and wrong side). 

If you prefer a larger blanket, simply work additional daisy repeats per row or in height. Watch out that you will need more 
yarn than stated here!

ABBREVIATIONS 

st(s) = stitch(es) 
rs = right side 
ws = wrong side 
k = knit 
p = purl 
p2tog = purl 2 sts together

DAISY PATTERN 

A daisy is worked as follows in a rs- row (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1oydma2qaoU): 

Insert the right needle in the loop 3 rows below the 2nd st on left needle, draw up the loop, k2, draw the 2nd loop through 
the same st 3 rows below, k2, draw the 3rd loop through the same st 3 rows below. 

When working the daisy, watch out to not tighten the loop too much, so that the pattern can unfold properly. 

The following ws- row, purl the new st (the drawn up loop) together with the neighbour stitch. 

INSTRUCTION 

Cast on 120 sts on circular needle 4,5 mm (60 cm). 

Work 8 rows in garter stitch (k on rs, k on ws). 

Thereafter, work 10 rows in stockinette stitch (k on rs, p on ws), while the first and last 6 sts are worked in garter stitch. 
(For a better overview, you might want to place a stm on both sides to mark the 6 edge-sts) 

11th row (rs-row, Daisy-row): k6 (edge), k4, *make Daisy, k8*, repeat from * to * 8 times, make Daisy, k4, k6 (edge).

12th row (ws-row): k6, p4, *p2tog, p1, p2tog, p1, p2tog, p7*, repeat from * to * to 9 sts to end, p3, k6.

13th- 20th row: work in stockinette stitch.

21st row (rs- row, Daisy-row): k6 (edge), k10, *make Daisy, k8*, repeat from * to * 7 times, make Daisy, k10, k6 (edge).

22nd row (ws-row): k6, p10, * p2tog, p1, p2tog, p1, p2tog, p7*, repeat from * to * to 15 sts to end, p9, k6. 

23rd- 30th row: work in stockinette stitch.

Repeat 11th- 30th row a further 9 times in height (= in total 10 times).  

Repeat 11th- 20th row 1 more time (= in total 21 daisy pattern rows).

Remove stm on both sides, if you have placed them at the beginning of your work. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1oydma2qaoU


Work 8 rows in garter stitch.

Cast off all sts.

FINISHING 

Weave in all ends. Wash the blanket and let it dry flat. Pull it slightly into shape.

LITTLE KNITTER © 2020

The pattern is for private use only.  
The pattern may not be copied, sold or redistributed. 

Products made with the help of this instruction are not allowed to be sold either.
#daisydecke #daisyblanket #the_little_knitter @the_little_knitter
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